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ABSTRACT 

Technology, such as clinical decision support, can play a role in supporting nurses’ 

decision making, but understanding the complexity and current challenges in nurse decision-

making is needed to guide the implementation of technology interventions focused on supporting 

effective decision-making in practice and leadership. The purpose of this article is to discuss 

decision-making and information needs among nurses across roles and explain how technology 

and implementation science approaches can complement effective decision-making 

interventions. 

  

  



Across settings and nursing roles, effective decision-making is fundamental to excellent 

nursing and patient care. For example, nurses in patient care roles often spend more time with 

patients than any other health discipline and frequently need to make decisions about when to 

inform the health care team with changes in a patient’s condition. Nurses in leadership roles must 

make a wide range of managerial decisions concerning nurse staffing, human resources, and 

which clinical technologies to advocate for the support direct care nurses’ decision-making. 

Factors such as increasing patient acuity, escalating evidence base, and global pandemics have 

led to increased complexity in nurse decision-making across roles. Technology can play a role in 

supporting nurses’ decision making, but understanding the complexity and current challenges in 

nurse decision-making is needed to guide the implementation of technology interventions 

focused on supporting effective decision-making in practice and leadership. The purpose of this 

article is to discuss decision-making and information needs among nurses across roles and 

explain how technology and implementation science approaches can complement effective 

decision-making interventions. 

DECISION-MAKING ACROSS NURSING 

 Decision-making, or executing a choice among options, is an essential process in nursing 

and numerous theories and models have been developed to describe and study nurse decision-

making. 1-3 Approaches to decision-making can be broadly categorized as rational, using logical 

steps or rule-based thinking to determine the best option, or intuitive, which describes using 

instinct or subconscious pattern recognition to make a choice. 4  Over time, thinking has 

transformed from viewing nurse decision-making as primarily a rational process, to a process 

that is influenced by real-world demands, such as needing to make decisions with limited 

information, changing conditions, interruptions, and/or time pressure. 5, 6 In these situations, 



experienced nurses rapidly apply insight from previous experiences to make decisions. 7, 8  Given 

the variation in how decisions are made and real-world demands that nurses and leaders are 

faced with, a one-size-fits-all approach may not be useful when developing and implementing 

nurse decision-making interventions.  

 Information is a fundamental component of the decision-making process and is generated 

from diverse sources. Digital technologies (e.g., clinical decision support, telehealth, monitoring 

systems, artificial intelligence) can provide important new sources of information and address 

limitations to existing information sources, such as organizing EHR data to efficiently identify a 

patient’s risk for clinical deterioration. However, technologies that fail to adequately address 

information needs, or are difficult to use, will have limited adoption. Understanding the types of 

information nurses need in direct care and leadership roles, what information is available, and 

limitations to existing information sources is needed to evaluate interventions to support 

decision-making. 

Technologic Considerations for Supporting Direct Care Nurses’ Information Needs 

 Nurses need timely, patient-specific clinical information to provide care. The electronic 

health record (EHR) is the primary source of patient data, however substantial documentation 

demands have significantly impacted nurse workload and workflows for finding relevant 

information. Studies estimate that nurses spend 35 to 41% of their time in the EHR documenting 

and reviewing patient information. 9, 10 While nurses generate large amounts of data in the EHR, 

documenting an average of 631-875 flowsheet data points and spending an average of  21 

minutes documenting notes per shift, there are significant challenges with organizing and 

synthesizing patient data. 11, 12  



An integrative review of EHR’s impact on nurses’ cognitive work identified the following 

limitations to meeting nurse information needs in the EHR: developing an overview of the 

patient’s history, current status, and plan; synthesizing information using EHR-generated reports 

to support information needs during a shift and at handoff; and achieving shared understanding 

of patient goals and care coordination. 13 Similar needs were found by Keenan et al. over a 

decade ago including the need for a centralized overview of patients accessible to all members of 

the healthcare team and effective technology to support nurse to nurse change of shift handoffs. 

14   Given these challenges, work in two key areas – reducing documentation burden in the EHR 

and incorporating nurse information needs into EHR redesign are critical to support direct care 

nurse work. 

 Another critical area is related to nurses’ expectation to incorporate research into 

decision-making. This is commonly referred to as evidence-based practice: applying the best 

available evidence along with patient preferences in making clinical decisions and is a 

foundation of high-quality nursing care. 15 However, there is a persistent gap of 15 to 17 years 

between current best evidence and daily practice. 16, 17  Studies of information needs and 

information use for evidence-based practice offer additional perspectives for understanding 

barriers to routinely using evidence in practice. Findings over the past 15 years indicate that 

nurses routinely seek out information from colleagues since they share clinical context and are 

accessible. 18, 19  However, information shared by colleagues may be outdated or inaccurate when 

technology-based tools, such as clinical decision support, can provide nurses with up to date 

accurate information during a time that integrates well with nurses decision making workflow.  

 

 



Technologic Considerations for Supporting Nurse Leaders’ Information Needs  

Nurse leaders across roles and settings must integrate patient and organizational data to 

optimize patient outcomes. Information needs vary by timing of decision. Nurse managers 

describe short-term information needs about patients related to throughput and staffing needs and 

long-term information needs focused on meeting organizational priorities, such as quality 

improvement initiatives and nurse retention. 20, 21 Whereas short-term information was commonly 

reported to come from the EHR and situational awareness, or understanding of the local 

environment, long-term information needs require leaders to search for information across 

sources. A recent review of nursing management information systems found that nursing leaders 

use information systems to manage human resources, determine nursing workload (nurse to 

patient ratio) and control costs. 22  These systems are largely based on two sources of data: 

patient classification measures and hospital resource measurement.  The authors did not find a 

central database or decision support tool to support the work of nurse leaders, suggesting a 

critical need for new technology to address this gap.  

In addition to their own information needs, nurse managers play a critical role in 

advocating for the information needs of the direct care nurses. For example, in the United States 

there are an increasing number of mandates and digital technologies related to care quality issues 

such as central line infection and hospital acquired pressure ulcer prevention. Nurse leaders must 

appraise digital technologies to determine whether the technology supports the direct care nurses’ 

information needs, ensure that it is easy to use and does not add to nursing workload as well as 

providing a return on investment.  

 

 



A ROLE FOR CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT  

One technology-based intervention to assist nurses in complex in decision-making 

processes is clinical decision support (CDS) systems. CDS systems are computer-based tools to 

organize person-specific data and knowledge for clinicians and patients to improve the quality 

and safety of health care. 23 CDS is delivered in a variety of formats, such as through order sets, 

documentation templates, computerized alerts, dashboards, and visualizations, which may be 

integrated in electronic health record (EHR) systems or exist as applications or technologies 

outside the EHR. In general, CDS is composed of three key parts. 24 

1. Data management: clinical data and decision rules or logic. Decision rules or logic 

may be developed using literature and current practice (knowledge-based) or artificial 

intelligence (non-knowledge-based).   

2. Processing: applies the knowledge or algorithms with patient data 

3. User interface: the part of the system that communicates a recommendation and is the 

point the user interacts with (e.g., computer display, mouse). 

Guiding principles for developing effective CDS are known as the CDS Five Rights, and state 

that CDS should communicate the right information, to the right person, in the right format, 

through the correct channel at the right time in the workflow. 25 These principles provide a 

valuable framework for nurse leaders to consider in evaluating potential CDS tools. 

CDS tools support information management, which is an increasing need in healthcare 

given the large volumes of clinical, administrative and research data that is generated. Therefore, 

tools which filter relevant patient data and apply logic to determine a recommendation are 



needed. However, fewer CDS tools have been developed for nurses than have been for 

physicians and other members of the health care team. 26 

CURRENT CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN NURSING CLINICAL 

DECISION SUPPORT 

  Recognizing the opportunities for CDS to supporting decision-making must be balanced 

with the reality that gaps in developing and using CDS exist in nursing. A recent review of CDS 

tools across multiple disciplines found that only two-thirds of clinicians’ report using available 

CDS. 27 While understanding of CDS usage specifically among nurses is limited, several nurse, 

patient, organization, and technology factors have been identified to influence nurses’ use of 

CDS. 28 Given these challenges, the role of implementation science is emerging as an important 

approach to inform future CDS design and use. 29  

Implementation Science 

Implementation science centers on how evidence-based practices are adopted and 

sustained across specific settings. 30 Whereas evidence-based practice describes what 

recommendation should be used, implementation science focuses on how to best help people 

consistently do a particular recommendation in their work environment. 31 Implementation 

science frameworks provide guidance for understanding key components of implementation, 

such as describing the implementation process, identifying barriers and facilitators to 

implementation, or conducting an implementation evaluation. 32 Implementation strategies and 

context important concepts across most implementation science frameworks. Implementation 

strategies describe the specific interventions chosen to facilitate change. For example, the Iowa 

Implementation Model for Sustainability Framework provides an organized approach for 



selecting an implementation strategy based upon phases of implementation. 33 For example, after 

nurses have obtained knowledge about a practice change, audit and feedback may be one 

implementation strategy to promote adoption. Related, is the concept of context, or the unique 

local factors (e.g., unit culture, work environment, resources) that influence how or why 

implementation is achieved. 34 In partnership with implementation scientists, nurse leaders can 

identify unique barriers and facilitators to implementation in the local environment and then 

match the needs to implementation strategies. 

Leveraging User-Centered Design 

Considering the unique needs of users, or user-centered design, is a concept central to 

implementation science and CDS design (Figure 1). The goal of user-centered design is to make 

interventions “useable and useful” by focusing on user needs throughout the design and 

development process. 35 Implementation science and user-centered design use a variety 

approaches to obtain end-user input, which may include, workflow mapping, participatory 

design, rapid prototyping, and usability testing. 36, 37 However, methods to engage nurses early in 

CDS design and implementation are inconsistently applied.  

Nurse leaders are in a key position to advocate for greater involvement of nurses, early 

and throughout the process of developing and implementing CDS. This may include developing 

processes for nurses to provide feedback about information needs in their settings, workflow 

considerations, and opportunities to test and refine CDS prototypes. Greater involvement of 

nursing informatics within organizations and including opportunities for nurses to receive 

training in implementation science and user-centered design are additional strategies to support 

integration of these concepts in CDS design and use. 38-40  An organizational culture that supports 

nurse information needs by considering both the types of CDS that nurses need and how CDS 



will be used in daily practice is critical, especially as new technologies are developed and CDS 

becomes more complex. 

CONCLUSION 

 Nurses and nurse leaders need to make numerous decisions in highly complex work 

environments. CDS has an expanding potential to augment decision-making across roles by 

providing nurses with meaningful, person-specific information in a usable format to positively 

impact care and outcomes. Nurses that will be the eventual user of the CDS need to be involved 

early and throughout CDS development to ensure that CDS tools are usable, useful, align with 

workflow as a part of routine work. Implementation scientists, who understand the local context, 

are needed to design and test strategies for using CDS, both in specific settings and diffusing 

CDS use across settings. Approaches which consider both how CDS is designed for nurse users 

and how CDS is used and implemented across health systems is needed to support effective 

decision-making for driving change in nursing practice and leadership settings. 
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Figure 1. Opportunities for Implementation Science to Support Clinical Decision Support 
Design and Implementation 
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